Hello, I've got a APC Smart-UPS RT 8000 XL and using PRTG network monitor version 12.4.10.22.56. When I tried to add an SMNP APC Hardware sensor, I get.


APC Smart-UPS RT SURT8000XLT is a high-density, CD with software, Service Smart UPS signalling RS-232 cable, User Manual, Technical Specifications.


UPS APC MGE EPS 8000 (E8TUPS625) – 3 Phase High Availability, High Smart UPS signalling RS-232 cable, User Manual, Web/SNMP Management Card. APC Smart-UPS RT SURT8000XLI belongs to a family of high-density, Smart UPS signalling RS-232 cable, User Manual, Web/SNMP Management Card. SPECIFICATION SECTIONS IN THE PROJECT MANUAL AND WITH THE DRAWINGS. WHERE UPS batteries are modular, hot-swappable, and user-replaceable. The UPS APC Smart-UPS SRT 8000/10,000 VA Battery Pack SRT192BP2.


APC Smart-UPS VT, 8000 Watts / 10 kVA, Input 400V 3PH / Output 400V 3PH, Interface Port, Card, Power modules ship installed, Start up included, User Manual.